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ABSTRACT

In recent years the researches and applications of QPPM systems in telemetry have drawn
much attention, but there are still some problems to be clearified and solved. In this paper
we reviewed the classical literatures on un-coded QPPM systems which were published in
the past thirty years. After analysing the conclusions and related derivation presented in
these publications, we got:

1)  M.J.F, Golay and JRA Jacobs stated that the QPPM’s efficiency $ may indefinetely
approach Shannon theoretical limit with as small error probability as desired as soon as
one can appropriately choose the parameters of the system. In our opinion, this conclusion
cannot hold true. In fact, the efficiency curve $ = F(") of QPPM is only similar in form to
the Shannon theoretical limit and there is still a large difference.

2)  In past 30 years Golay and the others analysed merely the relation between the word
error probability PWE and the efficiency $ , They didn’t study the relation between the bit
error probability PBE and $ . Some authors regarded QPPM’s PWE as being equal to other
digital system’s PBE, and concluded that QPPM is better than the other systems. We
consider that this is not appropriate.

3)  In order to remedy the untouched problem, we derived the relation PBE =F(") of QPPM
system. As it is seen from these relation curves that the required " of QPPM is
4.CdB~4.4dB more than the $ of coherent detection PSK system when PBE=10-4 and "
varries from 2 to 100. (ie. the efficiency of QPPM is worse than PSK.)

PREFACE

In recent years, the applications of QPPM system lead to somebodies attention and
research. The properties and performances of this modulation system in contrast to the
others have been discussed by many authors. For example in “Handbook of Telemetry and



Remote Control” by E.L. Gruenberg, it is pointed out that the QPPM efficiency $ is better
than the $ of PSK and FSK systems when the error probability is the same. A few
researchers regard this as the basis to develop the QPPM system. But in this conclusion
there exists soma contradictories lot only in theory but also in practice. So we again
studied the main papers of QPPM system in order to get a clear understanding. We put our
viewpoints in the following description.

THE RE-EVALUATION OF M.J.E. GOLAY’S PAPER

In 1948 C.E, Shannon presented a famous paper, “Mathematics Theory of
Communication”. Soon after in 1949, M.J.E. Golay published another paper on QPPM in
PIRE [1]. Although this paper was short, it was recognized and quoted by many
researchers. Therefore Golay may be regard as the founder of QPPM system. Golay came
to the following Conclusion by mathematical derivations: “As long as the lower limit in the
probability integral can be as larger and positive as desired, provided the expression (1-a)
is positive, no matter how small, the information yielded by the position of pulse can
approach Shannon theorotical limit, with as little equivocation as desired.”

Since Golays paper was published, people never doubted about the correctness of this
conclusion. Thereafter, QPPM systems was regarded as the first practical way of
approaching Shannon limit. In order to get a correct understanding about QPPM’s
performance, we reviewed Golay’s original work. As it is seen that the presumptions of
Golay’s conclusions are as follows.

1)  In Shannon channel capacity formula,

(1)

Suppose that, the detection equipments can still detect the weak signals, when           , then
from

   As far as white Gaussian noise is concerned

N = BKT = NoB Eqs. (1) may be written as follows

(2)

Assuming To is the time interval for transmitting a word, then the CTo is the amount of
information carried in a word. From Eqs. (2) we can get



(3)

where                          is the energy of each bit, EW = STo is the energy of each word,

$th = 0.693 is Shannon efficiency theoretical limit.

2)  Golay’s error probability formula is as follows

(4)

where n = number of quantized levels in sampling interval To,a = ratio of threshold voltage
level to the peak amplitude of signal Eqs. (4) may be reWritten as

PE = (n-1) PW + PL (5)

where, PW = false alarm probability of “space” pulse position, PL = missing alarm
probability of “mark” pulse position.

As it is seen from Eqs. (4) the practical detection model of QPPM may be shown in
FIG. (1)

In Eqs. (4) it is assumed that the ratio of signal to noise            is relatively high and the
possibility of occurrence of many simultaneous false alarm pulses is very small. This
hypothesis conflicts with the condition of                regarding in Fqs. (2) (3).

Secondly, Golay’s Eqs.(4) is correct only to baseband transmission of QPPM signals. If
the QPPM signals modulate the carrier, and are detected by AM, then Eqs. (4) can no
longer hold true.

3)  Golay considered that the QPPM’s $ can approach to Shannon limit with as little
equivocation as desired, he got this result from calculating the minimum of the PE where
the threshold factor “a” must be a optimum value.



Let   we have

and hence

Let log2 (n-1)ÒM. It is the amount of information contained in each word, hence, the above
Eqs  may be written as follows

(6)

(7)

After obtaining the a, Golay used the following approximate formula in place of Eqs. (4)

(8)

From Eqs. (9) Golay pointed out: That if in the lower limit (1-a)u let u be as large as
possible, at the same time keep (1-a) positive and as small as possible, then the QPPM in
transmission information can approach Shannon theoretical limit, with as little
equivocation PE as desired. This is because, as (1-a)$0, from Eqs. (7) we can obtain

(9)

It must be pointed out that the conditions obtained by Golay are mutual-contradictory.
Because in Eqs.(4), when u and n are given, in order to minimize the PE, a must be fulfill
Eqs. (6). The a and u can not be selected simultaneously as independent variables. In fact,
in the lower limit of Eqs. (8) in order to minimize (1-a), u must be minimized also, this
condition contradicts with the condition of increasing u as large as possible. On the other
hand, minimizing PE, the lower limit (1-a)u must be increased, if u is increased (1-a) must
be increased, too. This will lead to a increased $ again. Therefore, the $ of QPPM can’t
approach Shannon limit as desired.



4)  In Golay’s paper PE is the PWE the author only analyzed the relation PWE = F ($). He
didn’t analyze the relation PBE = F ($).

R.W. SANDER’S CONTRIBUTION [2], [3].  In 1960, R.W. Sanders further modified the
Shannon Channel capacity formula, by rewritting it as follows

(10)

where  $ =           is defined as communication efficiency,               is the required

bandwidth for transmitting a single bit. Eqs. (10) fully demonstrates the relation between
the energy for transmitting one bit and the required bandwidth. In fact, it shows the
theoretical limit of the relation between $ and " when bit error probability approaches 0.
When                 6 4 as it is seen from Eqs. (10), $ 6 0.693. The values of $ in practical
communication systems are to some extent different from Shannon theoretical limit.
Sanders treated the Shannon limit as a standard scale to measure and compare the
efficiency of various communication systems. He derived from the definition of $ as
follows:

(11)

where, (    ) i is the minimum receiver input SNR.

For various communication systems, one may calculate separately the needed (     ) i and "
in the same PBE. Then the $ of various systems may be calculated out and taken for
comparison. Sanders analyzed the QPPM system by viewing QPPM System as an example
of bi-orthogonal systems and using correlation detection. Sanders gave the following
results:



therefore                                                                          
                                 (12)

where, N is the degree of freedom of the system,
L is the numbers of quantization,
     (-Z) is normal probability distribution function.

It needs to be pointed out that Sanders’ error probability PE remains to be PWE rather than
PBE . From (12) we can calculate the $ of correlation detection of QPPM system (see
FIG. (3)) As it is seen from FIG. (3), when QPPM is detected by correlation detection and
if PWE is the same, its $ is lower than the $ in non-correlation detection.

JRA JACOBS’ MAIN WORKS [4]. Twelve years after Golay published that thesis,
various satellites were launched into space successively. The contradiction between the
requirements of the smallest radiation power on spacecraft and the longest communication
distance became essential. In 1961, Jacobs introduced again Golay’s viewpoint and
recommend it to the readers. He considered that the QPPM system was very suitable for
space communication. Jacobs inherited Golay’s argument and developed it. His main
contributions are:

1) He defined a new parameter:

(13)

The relation between , and a is as follows, , = 2 (1-a) ,                                  . As a=1,
, =0, and as a =     , , = 1, therefore 0#,#1. In f act, a and , have not difference, a can be
used as the threshold factor for detecting falses alarm pulses preferably and the , can be
treated as the threshold factor for detecting missing alarm pulses.

2)  Jacobs recommended approximate error probability formula

(14)

as a substitute for Golay’s Eqs. (4).



Jacobs calculated the relation curve between the PWE & $ with " being parametric
variable. As it is seen from the curves, the error probability PWE is reduced along with the
" increasing when the $ is a constant.

3)  Jacobs got the relation between $ and      under constant PWE, and drew the efficiency
curves for comparision, in which the H/B was taken as x axis and $ as the ( axis. He
compared them with Shannon theoretical curve and PSK system efficiency curve.

See 4 : FIG. ( 1 ). From it Jacobs came to the f olloing conclusion:

a)  Along with the H/B decreasing, Eb/No decreases and approachs Shannon theoretical
limit.

When the B/H = 104 , PWE = 10-5 , QPPM’s Eb/No is 7 dB more than Shannon limit, and the
PSK’s Eb/No is 11.7 dB more than Shannon limit, that is, the PPM’s $ is 4.5 dB better than
the PSK.

It must be pointed out that the error probability in Eqs(14) is in fact PWE not PBE. But in
FIG. (1) [4] Shannon theoretical curve and PSK curve are all based on the relation
between the PBE and the $. It is clear to see that Jacobs’ conclusions is not proper. Jacobs
and Golay all neglected the differences between the PWE and the PBE. Perhaps, they thought
that QPPM’S PWE is greater than PBE as in ordinary PCM case, In fact, in the QPPM
system, it is in opposite that the PBE >> PWE. [7]

Jacobs at first compared the QPPM’s PWE =F($) with other systems PBE = F(") curve, this
comparasion brought easily about some readers a misunderstanding that the QPPM’s $
value is less than the $ of other systems in the same PBE, about this we will discuss later.

Jacobs didn’t prove his approximate expression Eqs.(14), but the result of Eqs. (14) is
better than Golay’s formula (4), its error is within a tolerance of less than 3%.

A.  VITERBI’S MAIN CONTRIBUTION

In 1962, Viterbi studied the correlation detection of QPPM in his paper. [5] His main
contributions to QPPM are as follows:

1)  He presented a correlation detection model of QPPM. See FIG.(2)

This model consists of n parallel correlation detectors



2)  Viterbi derived the error probability formula of correlation detection.

He obtained that the probability of correct detecting a word pulse is equal to the
probability that the correlator output of “mark” pulse position is larger than the output of
all others which correspond to the “space” pulse positions, therefore, under the Gaussian
noise, the error probability PE equals one minus the probability of correct detection.

(15)

3)  Calculating Eqs. (15) is difficult, Viterbi used IBM704 computer and calculated the
relation between the PE and the          only under n=4.8, 16, 32 and 64. As it is seen from
the relation curve, under constant PWE, as long as the n is increasing, the EW/No is also
increasing.

We want to point out that Viterbi’s correlation detection model is valuable in theoretical
research only and can hardly be used in practice, because the correlator’s number must be
increased when the number of quantization levels increases Usually, n $ 27 =128, hence
the detection equipment will be very complex under the state of the art of LSI. Secondly,
in the expression (15), the error probability PE still is PWE, not PBE therefore, Is QPPM
better than other modulations, It is still an unsolved problem.

E.L. GRUENBERG’S WORKS [6]

In 1967, E.L. Gruenberg’s edited “Handbook of Telemetry and Remote Control”.

In chapter 9: E.L. Gruenberg recommended QPPM system as a high-efficiency telemetry
system to the readers. He restated Jacobs’ works. In efficiency comparision figure, he used
B/H instead of H/B for axes. This may directly present the effect of bandwidth expansion.
Next, in the efficiency comparision figure, he also drew out AM, FSK, FM-FM systems’
efficiency curves for comparison He firmly believed and restated Golay’s standpoints,
QPPM’s PWE can approach Shannon theoretical limit with as small error probability as
desired.



Besides Gruenberg came to the conclusion from the efficiency comparision figure that
when B/H increases, the QPPM’s $ is reduced. It must be pointed out that the conclusion
is correct only when PWE is constant. When PBE is constant, the conclusion isn’t correct.

Thirdly, when the error probability PE = 10-6 , QPPM’s $ is 4.5 dB less than PSK’S $ , this
viewpoint is only suitable for the case when take QPPM’s PWE equal to PSK’s PBE for 
condition of comparison.

LI YOU-PING’S DEVELOPMENT TO THE QPPM

In 1980, Li You-Ping published a paper titled “A PCM-PPK T/M System” on the ITC [7]
He used a counter intelligently in his receiver changed the parallel detection model into a
series one, this makes QPPM systems to approach practical applications. Secondly, Li
You-Ping considered the effects of the AM modulation on QPPM. In calculating the false
alarm probability, he used Rayleigh distribution of detected noise and in calculating the
missing alarm probability, he used Rice contribution. He proposed a simple synchronous
method to simplify ckt and shorten the time of synchronization. The PCM-PPK T/M
system is a gratifying step in QPPM system development.

THE PROPERTIES OF BIT ERROR PROBABILITY IN QPPM SYSTEM

As it is seen from the foregoing review of the past thirty years history of QPPM system.
We have:

1)  The previous researchs were concentrated only on the study of PWE of QPPM system
instead of PBE. The relation between the PWE and the PBE is still not clear.

2)  Jacobs and Gruenberg came to the conclusion that the QPPM’S $ was 4.5 dB better
than PSK’s $ . This conclusion is not correct.

Under the same value of PBE, how to compare QPPM with PSK in terms of $ is a problem
to be solved, We have seen three different kinds of QPPM’s detection modeles: Golay and
Jacobs’ multi-channel parallel threshold detection model. Viterbi’s correlation detection
model, and Li You-Ping’s one channel series threshold detection model.

In reference [8] , we have pointed out that the QPPM is a kind of number modulation, it
turned out contrary to the PCM system. Its PWE is less than its PBE, that is one word pulse
taken incorrectly will result in many other bit errors, on the average M/2 bits per word. So
we come to the following conclusions:



PWE = (PBE) M/2   where, M is the bits number per word.
What is the relation between PWE and PBE in Golay-Jacobs model and viterbi model? By
analyzing the above two models we may see that when one word pulse position is
mistaken they can lead to many bit errors with respect to the correct pulse position as in Li
You-Ping model. Because the n = 2M different data words presented by n pulse positions
form a code group. Their average Hamming code distance is the same. That is,
PWE = (PBE)M/2 . Therefore, the relation between PWE and PBE of above three detection
models conform to the same expression. That is:

1)  For the formula of Golay detection model, the PBE is as follows

(16)

For the approximate expression of Golay detection model

(17)

For the approximate formula of Jacobs model

(18)

The Eqs (17) is very simple for calculation, because it contains only one independent
variable. The results in 10% ~ 15% more than that of formula (16). The calculated results
of formula (18) is only 3% more than that of formula (16), but the formula (18) contains
two variables, therefore, calculating is difficult. In calculating the $ =F(") curve, Jacobs
used a method of auxiliary curve. Firstly, he took B/H as a parametric variable to calculate
a series PWE~$ auxiliary curves, and then, let the PWE equal to some constants and looked
up the corresponding values of $ ~ " (    ) . This method is neither simple nor accurate. In
calculating formula (18) we use another simple method, and rewite it as

(19)

where, (PWE)G see (8). Because 1/(2-,) = 1/(2a) is a number of approaching 1 and little less
than 1. When $ is very large, the error curve is approximately a straight line and near the



calculating point, the $ is symmetry. Therefore the calculating process may be simplified
as follows. See FIG.(4). First choose one value of PWE, from (PWE)G may find x =(,u)/2,
and then, (PWE)G is multiplied by 1/ (2-,). The PWE moves downward from point A to B,
because AB = AC. Once we found )x, we can take (x -)x) into formula (4) and do
calculation once more. Hence the PWE or the PBE may be calculated. These results are
shown in table 1. From the table it may be seen that the calculated results are very close to
the accurate solution. The calculated results of the above-mentioned expressions are also
listed in Table (1). Because these differences between them are small, therefore,
distinguishing them on effifiency curves are difficult. For clearness, we drew out only
several curves $ =F("), when PBE = 10-4 and PWE =10-4 in FIG.(3). From the efficiency
comparison curves we may obtain the following conclusions:

1)  Under the same PBE =10-4, QPPm’s $ is 4.0 ~ 4.4 dB larger than PSK’s $. ie. the
efficiency of QPPM is lower than PSK. As the PBE is further reduced, the difference will
be further increased.

2)  Under the same PBE when B/H is increased, that is, the bandwidth is further spreaded
the QPPM’s $ is monotonously increased but slowly. Its trend of variation doesn’t agree
with Shannon theoretical limit.

3)  If PWE is kept constant, the $ of QPPM will be reduced as bandwidth increases. its
trend of variation is similar to Shannon theoretical limit only, but isn’t approaching
Shannon theoretical limit as desired. When PWE = 10-4 QPPM’s $ is 7 dB more than
Shannon limit, but yet, the difference will further increase when PWE further reduced.

4)  The " of coherent PSK only equals to 2 ~ 4. It is independent on the number of bits per
word M.

As it is seen from above, previous authors have made great contributions to the
development, of QPPM system, but some of their evaluations on QPPM are not all correct,
need to be modified. Therefore, although the bandwidth of QPPM can be expanded easily
by increasing the number of quantized levele, but by simply relying on increasing pulse
position number to spread bandwidth, QPPM can’t approach Shannon limit with as small
error probability as desired and can not reduce $ effecttively. The traditional viewpoints of
QPPM system need to discuss further.
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